1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Virtual optical biopsy has emerged as a field of clinical diagnosis, through which a non-invasive sectioning microscopy image is taken *in vivo* to help investigating the physiological or pathological conditions of diseases \[[@r1]\]. Based on intrinsic scattering, absorption, and fluorescence contrasts of human tissues, many advanced *in vivo* optical microscopy tools for virtual biopsy have been developed. Using reflectance confocal microscopy \[[@r2]\], spectrally encoded confocal microscopy \[[@r3],[@r4]\], micro-optical coherence tomography \[[@r5]\], and the nonlinear nature of multiphoton contrasts \[[@r6]--[@r12]\], cellular level resolution of virtual biopsy have been demonstrated in human. Among these modalities of virtual biopsy, third harmonic generation (THG) microscopy, due to the Gouy phase shift of focused Gaussian beam, can image the boundaries of optical heterogeneity without labeling \[[@r13],[@r14]\]. Different from phase contrast or differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopes, the infrared excitation and third-order nonlinear nature of THG make THG microscopy a better modality to performed thick tissues or *in vivo* imaging with 3D sub-micron spatial resolution \[[@r8]--[@r11],[@r15]--[@r17]\]. Compared with infrared excited reflectance confocal or spectrally encoded confocal microscopy, THG modality have better contrast and higher spatial resolution (\<500 nm), which is critical for morphological \[[@r8],[@r9],[@r11],[@r15]\] or morphodynamical \[[@r10],[@r16],[@r17]\] studies on cells *in vivo*. Not just a pure morphological imaging, THG contrasts can be resonantly enhanced by endogenous molecules like lipid \[[@r17]\], melanin \[[@r8],[@r9]\], and hemoglobin \[[@r18]\]. These molecule-enhanced THG properties, in consequence, provide intrinsic contrast mechanisms that are necessary to visualize and resolve the nucleus, organelles, or morphologies of cells *in vivo* \[[@r8]--[@r11],[@r14]--[@r16]\]. With these unique advantages, under the context of *in vivo* clinical microscopy, infrared femtosecond laser based THG microscopy is a least invasive, deep penetration depth, and labeling-free modality suitable for cell morphological diagnosis in superficial human tissues like skin \[[@r8],[@r9]\] or mucosa \[[@r11]\].

Recently, using miniaturized THG microscope, a real-time flow of human red-blood-cells (RBCs) can be observed *in vivo* with a 3D sub-micron spatial resolution \[[@r10]\]. This preliminary result indicates a possibility of using THG microscopy for *in vivo* cytometry or hemotology analysis without a draw of blood. To realize *in vivo* blood cytometry, here we employed video-rate (30 Hz) THG microscopy to analyze the microcirculation properties of capillaries beneath human skin. With improved contrast and length of recording time, we can observe and analyze the sub-cellular granules and morphodynamics of circulating blood cells in microcirculation. Different from parachute-shaped RBCs \[[@r19],[@r20]\], we found round blood cells with bright THG contrast. Estimated from their frequency of appearance and the velocity of circulation, the volume density of this round and bright THG-contrasted cells agrees with that of white blood cell counts for human under normal physiological conditions.

2. Imaging setup and imaging protocol {#sec1-2}
=====================================

[Figure 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1The schematic diagram of the video-rate third harmonic generation (THG) microscopy system with a commercial inverted microscope (DMI 3000 M, Leica). DBS: Dichroic beam splitter; CGF: Colored glass filter; PMT: Photomultiplier tube. shows the schematic diagram of our home-build video-rate THG microscope. The laser light source used was a femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser. The 1250 nm operation wavelength falls in the infrared penetration window (1200-1300 nm) of most biological tissues. With least scattering and absorption attenuation, THG microscopy in thick (\~1 mm) zebrafish embryo \[[@r15]\] or two-photon fluorescence imaging in deep (\~1.6 mm) mouse cortex \[[@r21]\] have been demonstrated *in vivo*. Since the operation wavelength is far-away from the two-photon resonant excitation band of most endogenous fluorophores like NADH or flavins, deeper penetration depth and reduced on-focus photodamages can be achieved. The typical output power of our laser was 520 mW with a 110-MHz repetition rate and a 88fs pulse-width. In this work, to observe fast blood flow *in vivo*, a high-speed laser scanning rate is necessary. The 2-axis optical scanner (Electro-Optical Products) in the imaging system was composed of a 16 kHz resonant scanning mirror and a galvanometer mirror. With this scanner, the frame rate of a 512 × 512 pixels image can easily be raised up to 30 frames per second (fps). The mirror size and the scanning optical angle of the resonant scanner were 3mm and 5 degree, respectively. Through a telescope (5 × ) and a 45deg reflection dichroic beam splitter (DBS), the scanning laser beam was expanded to fill the back aperture of focusing objective (HCX APO, NA = 1.1, 40 × water immersion, Olympus) mounting on an inverted microscope (DMI 3000 M, Leica). The pivot point of xy scanning was thus imaged to the back focal plane of the objective, which resulted in a xy scanning of focused spot in human hands. The generated THG signals from tissues were epi-collected by the same objective and pass through a 690nm edged DBS. Then the THG signals (blue arrows) passed through a color glass filter (CGF), were detected by a photomultiplier tube (H7732-10, Hamamatsu), and amplified by a 50MHz bandwidth transimpedance amplifier (C6438-01, Hamamatsu). Finally, the THG signal stream were sampled, synchronized, and recombined to images with a high-speed frame grabber (Odyssey, Matrox) plug in a computer. Taking advantage of the video-rate scanning capability, our system can observe the motion and the morphology of blood cells in human blood capillary beneath skin.

The experimental protocol of human clinical trial on volunteers follows our previous works \[[@r8],[@r9]\], and it was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of National Taiwan University Hospital. Basically, volunteers put their dorsal part of forearm on the platform of the inverted microscope (as shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). At center of the platform, we mount a transparent and thin glass window, on which the skin can be flatly contact. The distance between water immersion objective and the skin can thus be kept constant. The laser power after objective was below 90mW. Turning on the THG *in vivo* imaging system, we found the place of capillary beneath skin and record the flow of blood cells. The whole procedure, include recording and finding the capillaries, won't be longer than 15 minutes. It has been validated that this imaging protocol gives no significant injury on illuminated area of skin \[[@r8],[@r9]\].

3. Results and discussions {#sec1-3}
==========================

Starting from the surface of human skin, as described in references \[[@r8],[@r9]\], epidermis layer showed strong THG signals from keratinocytes. Moving the sectioning plane deeper into the junction between epidermis and dermis layers of skin, capillary loops (outlined by yellow dashed lines, [Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2(a) *In vivo* THG microscopy of human capillary (outlined by yellow dashed lines) in dermal papilla (DP) surrounded by basal cells (BC). Average vessel diameter is 7.5μm. (b) Next few frames of THG images observed a round and bright blood cells (indicated with white arrows). Fields of view: 85 × 85μm.) can be found in dermal papilla (DP) region surrounded by basal cells (BC) ([Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}). Basal cells have strong intracellular THG enhanced by melanin \[[@r8],[@r9]\]. We tuned the depth of the imaging plane so that the sectioned capillaries have largest cross sections. Since the size of human red blood cells are typically 8μm, within a 85μm × 85 μm field of view, the time it took to scan through them were typically 3 millisecond. For 300μm/sec circulation speed at deep vessel \[[@r10]\], blood cells only moved 0.9 μm in each frame, which wouldn't give severe distortion of images. In the course of 30fps recording, THG microscopy constantly captured the images of parachute-shaped RBCs ([Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}), which is governed and can be predicted by hydrodynamic physics \[[@r20]\]. However, every now and then, we observed round blood cells with much brighter THG contrast than RBCs and surrounding basal cells ([Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, pointed by a white arrow). Such bright THG contrast could originate from the densely-packed lipid granules inside the blood cells \[[@r22]\]. The round shape dose not satisfies the predicted hydrodynamic shapes of RBCs in confined circulation \[[@r20]\]. It looks more like white blood cells (WBCs) with nuclei, which maintain their round shapes in circulation \[[@r23]\].

Within 4-minutes of recording, in the capillary of a volunteer, we captured 15 round blood cells ([Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3*In vivo* THG images of 15 round blood cells captured within 4-minutes of recording in human capillary. Average diameter of human capillary is 7.5 μm. Fields of view: 24 × 42μm.). We analyzed consecutive frames of them to make sure they maintained round shapes in circulation. Cell number 12, shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, was the brightest one. Other round cells more or less had one or two (number 6 and 8 in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}) dimed THG regions within cells. Just like the negative contrast in basal cells ([Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"}), they might be the signatures of nuclei. If this dimed region indicates the nucleus of white blood cells, the number 7 round cell in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} could be the lymphocyte with single large nucleus. When nuclei fall out of the sectioning plane of THG images, just like cell number 12, dimed regions in cells might not be clear. These results showed the quality of contrast and resolution of video-rate THG microscopy on fast moving blood cells in deep tissues. We believe better resolution and contrast can be achieved with the help of adaptive optics. To estimate the volume density of these round cells, we measured the velocities of blood cells in capillary. Taking the round cell number 13 as an example, the cell traveled through the imaging plane within four frames ([Figs. 4(a)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Consecutive THG images of round blood cells moving in human blood capillary. Fields of view: 85 × 85μm. The moving distance between (b) and (c) of round cell is 5.89μm.--[4d](#g004){ref-type="fig"}), indicated by white arrows). Obviously, the cell emerged beneath the imaging plane ([Fig. 4(a)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}), traveled with similar size in following two frames ([Figs. 4(b)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} and [4(c)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}), and finally dived beneath the imaging plane again ([Fig. 4(d)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}). The blood cell that follows the round cell showed asymmetric slipper shape, which is also typical for red blood cells in confined circulation \[[@r20]\].

The horizontally traveling distance between frame 2 and frame 3 was 5.89 μm, which resulted in a 176 μm/sec instantaneous velocity. This velocity in papilla capillary was slower than our previous result of 300μm/sec measured in deep vessel of dermis layer \[[@r10]\]. Measuring on more than 30 blood cells, the average velocity of blood flow in capillary was 131 ± 40 μm/sec. Considering a 7.5-μm capillary diameter, the flux of blood within 4 minutes was 1.39 ± 0.42 × 10^−3^ mm^3^. For 15 counts of round cells, the estimated volume density of round cells was 10800 ± 2527/mm^3^. This average value falls in the range of typical white blood cell counts (4300\~11600/mm^3^) for human in physiological conditions \[[@r24]\]. In another volunteer, we observed 7 round cells within 4minutes recording at a 6.9μm sized capillary with a 150 ± 46 μm/sec average velocity of blood cells. The estimated volume density was 5200 ± 1211/mm^3^, which is also within the range of white blood cell count. The large variation of round blood cell density between individuals could be due to not enough length of observation time. Density of blood cells might also depend on the size of capillary. Thus far, we believe these round cells, other than parachute-shaped red blood cells, are most likely white blood cells. In order to specify the identities of round cells, more *in vitro* observations, longer recording time, and more comparison with blood tests are required.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

In conclusion, using video-rate *in vivo* THG microscopy, we have successfully imaged the morphodynamics of human blood cells in subcutaneous capillaries. As described by conventional absorption bright-field microscopy \[[@r19]\], parachute- or slipper-shaped red blood cells can be constantly observed. Occasionally, we observed round blood cells with strong sub-cellular THG contrasts. These cells maintain their shapes when flowing through the imaging fields, which show quite different morphodynamics from those of RBCs. Estimated from their frequency of appearance and the average speed of blood flow, we found the volume density of these round blood cells fall within the physiological range of white blood cell counts of human. Whether round blood cells were WBCs requires further examination with more *in vitro* studies, longer image recording time, and more clinical trials on volunteers. Combined with adaptive optics and pattern recognition algorithms, we believe this *in vivo* THG cytometry of human blood cells is potential to be developed as a non-invasive hematology tool to analyze hydrodynamics of blood cells and perform whole blood counts on-site without a draw of blood.
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